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Abstract

In this paper, we suggest a noise estimation method for speech enhancement in nonstationary noisy environments. The 
proposed method consists of the following two main processes. First, in order to receive fewer affect of variable 
signals, a best fitting regression line is used, which is obtained by applying a least squares method to coefficient 
magnitudes in a node with a uniform wavelet packet transform. Next, in order to update the noise estimation 
efficiently, a differential forgetting factor and a correlation coefficient per subband are used, where subband is 
employed for applying the weighted value according to the change of signals. In particular, this method has the ability 
to update the noise estimation by using the estimated noise at the previews frame only, without utilizing the statistical 
information of long past frames and explicit nonspeech frames by voice activity detector. In objective assessments, it 
was observed that the performance of the proposed method was better than that of the compared (minima controlled 
recursive averaging, weighted average) methods. Furthermore, the method showed a reliable result even at low SNR.

Keywords^ Noise estimation, Speech enhancement, Best fitting regression line, Uniform wavelet packet transform, 
Differential forgetting factor, Correlation coefficient.

I. Introduction

Noise Estimation is a crucial step for many speech 

enhancement algorithms on the single channel where 

speech coexists with noise. If the noise estimation is 

lower than pure noise, perceptually annoying musical tone 

may be remained. However, if it is higher than pure noise, 

speech distortion may be perceived. In fact, in 

nonstationary noisy environments, it is very difficult work 

to estimate the noise accurately without introducing the 

speech distortion and the musical tone. General methods 

for the noise estimation use the statistical information of 

nonspeech frames that are detected by voice activity 

detector (VAD) [l]-[3]. However, if background noise is
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nonstationary and speech has a weak component or is at 

low SNR, it may be difficult to expect the VAD to be 

reliable. Consequently, under various noise-level conditions, 

the noise estimation using the VAD may not be 

satisfactory [4]-[10],

In order to update the noise estimation continuously, 

without using the nonspeech frames by the VAD, various 

approaches have been proposed. For examples, minimum 

statistics (MS) [4] is an algorithm for updating the noise 

spectrum by tracking the minimum value extracted from a 

smoothed power spectrum of the noisy speech over a 

search window. The shortcoming of the MS algorithmis 

the requirement of statistical information of long past 

frames [6]-[8]. Thus, to overcome this limitation, some 

modified versions based on the MS algorithm were 

proposed in [5]-[9]. Like the MS algorithm, these 

modified versions update the noise estimation based on 
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past frames required in each algorithm. A weighted 

average (WA) [10] is a technique to estimate the noise 

by applying a fixed forgetting factor between the 

spectrum magnitude of noisy speech at the present frame 

and that of the estimated noise at the previous one. 

However, the WA technique is difficult to estimate the 

noise reliably by using a fixed forgetting factor which 

does not consider the variation of noise in nonstationary 

noisy speech.

In this paper, we present an efficient noise estimation 

method by using the estimated noise at the previous frame 

only, without employing the statistical information of long 

past frames and nonspeech frames obtained by the VAD. 

First, in order to receive fewer affect of variable signals, 

the best fitting regression line (BFRL) [11] is used, 

which is calculated by applying the least squares method 

to coefficient magnitudes in the node with the uniform 

wavelet packet transform (UWPT) [13]. Next, in order to 

update the noise estimation efficiently, the differential 

forgetting factor and the correlation coefficient per 

subband are used, where subband is employed for applying 

the weighted value according to the change of signals.

II. Proposed Noise Estimation Method

Let s(n) and w(n) denote the clean speech signal and the 

noise, respectively. The noisy speech 山)is given by 

a；(n) = s(n)+w(n). The coefficient of uniform wavelet 

packet transform (CUWPT) [13] for x{n)can be 

expressed as

X% (m) = S% (m) + W^j (m) (1)

where i, j (o<2K~k-i\ k (o<7T), and m are 

the frame index, node index, tree depth in total tree depth 

K, and the coefficient bin index in each node, 

respectively. Also, is the CUWPT of the clean 

speech and 卯f,(m) is that of the noise.

Usually, it is very difficult to execute the noise 

estimation accurately from the CUWPT x%(m) corrupted 

by nonstationary noise on the single channel. Thus, in 

order to receive fewer affect of variable signals, the BFRL 

x% =[』珞(。)，“丿*(人「一1)卩 is used, which is calculated by 

the least squares method in (2), where x如(m) and N are 

the BFRL coefficient and the node size, respectively.

文％ = A(ATA)7AT|X%| (2)

where Ixf丿=[顷希(o)|,...,|xfgv—i)|]T and A [11] are the 

magnitude coefficients in node with the UWPT and the 

transformation matrix of wx2 to obtain the BFRL, 

respectively.

The proposed noise estimation is given by (3) through 

(5). This method uses the differential forgetting factor 

桃(丁) and the correlation coefficient 다同 obtained per 

subband, where the subband consists of several nodes 

with the UWPT. %(丁)is the weighted value which is 

decided according to the amount of the noise within the 

subband. % (丁)is the indicator to distinguish whether it is a 

speech-like or a noise-like subband. %(丁)，华(丁)，and 

祐(湖 are defined as follows：

(SB(r+l)____  、
S V(m)

% (t) = min 1, "s註"i)—------ (3)
S 喝(m) 

m — SB r 丿

% (丁)
SB(r+l) _- ____

=£。方(两-农.(丁))(畤一顼(两-代"(丁))

—___________ :_____________________ (4)
。犯(丁)气矿-(丁)

_ 代％ (‘厂)】5(血)+ (1一咒％ (丁))時—技(m),
締(m)=* __ if 7：(^) > Th7 AND (r) > Th^ (5)

.□次]^(m),otherwise

where SB means the subband size and is equal to 2PN 

and 2P (,k<p) is the nodes batch divided into nodes 2K~k 

on tree depth k. Also, 丁 (o<r<27f_p-i),仇 Th7, and 

are the subband index, additive weight of 次丁)，threshold 

of %(丁)，and that of %(丁)，respectively.农(丁)(住帝(丁))and 

气/「)(。市"))are the mean of (m)(吧顼(两)and 

the standard variance of X如侦心 (暧_顼(两)within the 

subband, respectively. It should be noted that there are 

three major differences between the proposed method and 

that in [1이: 1) it uses the BFRL to estimate efficiently 

the noise receiving fewer affect of the variable signals； 2) 

it applies the differential forgetting factor in noise-like 
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subband rather than the fixed forgetting factor in the 

frame； 3) it uses the correlation coefficient to 

discriminate the signal ingredient within the subband.

In order to get the CUWPT S如(m) of the enhanced 

speech, the modified spectral subtraction method based on 

the BFRL is used as follows：

s如(m)=

1 - -心告(丁几) > 吨j M 
、x如 M J

'祜_ z、
A 1---- otherwise
、X"(m) L

(6)

where a is the spectral flooring factor [14].

III. Experimental Results

The performance of the proposed noise estimation 

method is evaluated and compared with that of other 

methods presented in [6] (MCRA： minima controlled 

recursive averaging) and [10] (WA： weighted average, 

forgetting factor a=0.95, threshold /?=2). For the 

implementation of the proposed method, the following 

parameters are chosen： frame size is 512 samples (3.2 

ms) with 50% overlapping windows； the UWPT is 

achieved by the total tree depth k=g using a Daubechies 

basis； p = 3； ft； = 0.25； Th7=0.75； Th^ =0.75；入= 0.05, For the 

experiment, 20 speech signals consisting of 10 female and 

10 male speakers are chosen from TIMIT database, and 2 

types of noise are selected from NoiseX—92 database： 

speech-like noise and aircraft cockpit noise, Each speech 

is corrupted by each type noises with SNR 0 dB, 5 dB, 

and 10 dB. The sampling frequency is 16 kHz.

In order to check the SNR improvement of speech 

enhanced by the proposed and compared noise estimation 

methods, we measure the improved segmental SNR 

(Seg.SNRimp ) aS follows：

Seg.SNRimp. = Seg.SNROutput - Seg.SNRInput (7) 

performance variations of Seg.SNRimp according to the 

column dimension variation (nx 2 (BFRL), wx3 (least

squares parabola),NxN (least-squares w-ith 

dimension polynomials)) [11] of the transformation 

matrix A to extract the best fitting curve. As the column 

dimension of the transform matrix A increases 

sequentially, those performances are reduced sequentially. 

It is the main reason why the best fitting curve for the 

increased column dimension has more variable than that 

for the former dimension. Thus, the performance for the 

proposed recursive noise estimator is reduced gradually by 

getting more influence from variable signals. The average 

performance difference between the BFRL and the 

least-squares 7V-ith dimension polynomials indicates 3.03 

dB in the Seg.SNRlmp. Next, among objective speech quality 

measures, the weighted spectral slope measure (WSSM) 

[12] is employed, which may possess the highest 

correlation with subjective speech quality, The WSSM 

represents the smoothness degree of short-time speech 

spectrum, based on critical band of auditory model [12], 

[14], and provides the spectral distance which indicates 

perceptually meaningful frequency weighting [12]. We 

measure the segmental WSSM (Seg.WSSM) for all the 

frames as follows：
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where Seg.SNRoutput and Seg.SNRinput are the segmental 

SNR [12] of the enhanced speech and that of the noisy 

speech, respectively. Figure 1 is to represent the 

Fig. 1. Performance variation of improved segmental SNR according to 
the column dimension variation of transformation matrix A to 
extract the best fitting curve in the proposed method.
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Table 1. Comparison of improved segmental SNR: WA (weighted 
average method [1 이), MCRA (minima controlled recursive 
averaging method [6Q, PM (proposed method).

Noise Type Input SNR WA MCRA PM

Speech-like

0 dB 6.08 7.35 9.54

5 dB 5.23 6.15 7.71

10 dB 4.26 4.81 5.36

Aircraft cockpit

0 dB 7.23 8.77 9.54

5 dB 6.43 7.56 7.74

10 dB 5.49 6.15 5.92

Table 2. Comparison of segmental weighted spectral measure： WA 
(weighted average method [10]), MCRA (minima controlled 
recursive averaging method [6]), PM (proposed method).

Noise Type Input SNR WA MCRA PM

Speech-like

0 dB 98.33 101.92 88.97

5 dB 79.98 84.31 73.48

10 dB 62.68 68.00 59.35

Aircraft cockpit

0 dB 92.05 93.37 89.01

5 dB 75.30 76.49 70.98

10 dB 58.95 61.33 57.38

1 F— 1
Seg.WSSM- — S

F i =。

CB-l ]

(泌一丿访 + 习 A(r)(周 (r)l 니，£(r)|)2| (8) 
r = 0 J

SPL of enhanced speech,

where F, CB, M, and M are the frame number, total 

number of critical band, sound pressure level (SPL) of 

clean speech, and the 

respectively. Also, a^pl is the variable coefficient to 

adjust tot기 performance, and A-(r) is the weighting of 

each band.

Table 1 (Table 2) 아lows the Seg.SNRimp (Seg.WSSM) 

measured from the enhanced speech by the proposed 

method and the compared ones. In the total average 

Seg.SNRimp (Seg.WSSM), the proposed method has better 

performance 1.85 dB (4.68) than the WA method and 0.84 

dB (7.71) than the MCRA one. Especially, our method 

shows relatively good results in more varying speech-like 

noise compared to other one. Consequently, the proposed 

method not only overcomes some drawbacks of the WA 

method and the MCRA method but also shows better 

performance than the compared methods. In Figure 2, it is 

observed that the enhanced speech by the proposed noise 

estimation method is better natural waveform than that of 

the compared ones
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IV. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed the noise estimation method 

using the BFRL, correlation coefficient, and the differential 

forgetting factor, Our method has the following 

advantages^ 1) it estimates the noise efficiently using the 

BFRL in order to receive fewer affect of variable signals, 

2) it estimate the noise adaptively using the estimated 

noise at previous frame only, without introducing the 

statistical information of long past frames and nonspeech 

frames obtained by the VAD. Our method showed better 

performance than the compared ones in objective 

assessments.
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